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In 2011, MRD expanded our business to 
include the Kitchen Design Center, now 
located in our Midway Showroom. Here 
contractors and homeowners can come 
in, sit down and talk with our dedicated 
designer. They will take you through our 
showroom and explain all the design 
options that fit within your plans. Can’t 
make it to Midway? No problem. Our 
designer is happy to bring samples and 
product literature to you.

Other companies can be suppliers, but 
we pride ourselves on being more. With 
a 150+ years of building experience and 
craftsmanship combined, the MRD team 
helps General Contractors, Home Builders, 
Remodelers and DIY Homeowners build 
successful projects. 

Our commitment to delivering unmatched 
customer service, industry-respected 
millwork and the best building products 
available ensure you can stay on budget, 
on schedule and on the job site.

ABOUT MRD
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MEASURING YOUR KITCHEN
1. Ensure accuracy. You’ll need a tape measure, straight edge and graph paper.

2. Measure clockwise. Record the overall length of each wall, working to your right around the
room. Label walls, windows and doors with numbers.

3. Get the width and height. Take horizontal measurements of walls at 36-inch height. Record
vertical measurements from floor to windowsill, from windowsill to top of window, from top of
window to ceiling, and from floor to ceiling.

4. Find your center. Indicate the centerline of all permanent features in all measurements
including wall oven, range, sinks, windows, doors, closets, ducts and outlets.

5. Include the trim. When measuring doors and windows, the casing is considered part of the
door or window. Measure from one side to the other of the door or window trim, then measure
from the outside of the trim to the middle of the window or door.

Feel free to use the grid on the next page to take your room measurements! 
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CHOOSING YOUR STYLE

TRADITIONAL TRANSITIONAL

MODERN RUSTIC
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LIKE MULTIPLE STYLES?
If you find yourself liking more than one style or something about each style, talk too your 

designer! We would love to help you put your vision into a design. We also recommend 

making a Pinterest to collect pictures of kitchens you like or characteristics you would like 

incorporated into your design. This will help give the designer a better understanding of what 

you are envisioning. 
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BRANDS WE CARRY

Full Customization

Semi-Customization

Little-To-No Customization

We offer a wide selection of brand name, quality cabinet brands that vary from full to no 
customization. This allows our clients to have many different options to fit every budget. See a 
brand you like? Check out all the options online or come into our showroom to see them in person!
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https://www.omegacabinetry.com/products
https://www.kempercabinets.com/products
https://www.kempercabinets.com/products
https://www.kempercabinets.com/products
https://www.aristokraft.com/products
https://www.wolfhomeproducts.com/kitchencabinetry
https://www.wolfhomeproducts.com/system/files/Wolf_Contractors_Choice_Brochure.pdf


OPTIONS TO CHOOSE FROM
Door Styles
1. Raised Panel 2. Recessed Panel

3. Shaker 4. Slab

*** Please note: Some brands have variations of these door styles or may call them by other terms.  
We also carry many more wood types and colors than what is shown above.**** 8



Types of Counter
1. Laminate

2. Solid Surface

BRANDS WE CARRY
MRD carries a large variety of countertop options ranging from laminate to quartz. With these kind 
of options, we are confident that you will find the perfect countertop for your new kitchen that fits 
within your budget.

3. Butcher Block -

Laminate countertops are made from layers of plastic that are bonded to particleboard or kraft 
paper to create a solid countertop surface. These countertops are available in a wide variety of 
colors, textures and patterns.

Solid Surface is primarily used as a countertop/benchtop surface, though it has many other 
applications. Corian can even be constructed with custom inlays! It is composed of acrylic polymer 
and alumina trihydrate (ATH), a material derived from bauxite ore.

Butcher block is a style of assembled wood used as heavy-duty chopping blocks, table tops, and 
cutting boards. It was commonly used in butcher shops and meat processing plants but has now 
become popular in home use. There are two basic styles of butcher block: end grain and edge 
grain. MRD offers butcher block in Maple, Walnut, Cherry, Teak, Ash, Eco-lyptus and Oak.
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http://www.formica.com/en/us/homeowner-products
https://www.wilsonart.com/laminate/design-library?gclid=EAIaIQobChMI-tiKq6Sg4QIVzQOGCh3wTweYEAAYASAAEgLFwPD_BwE
http://www.corian.com/-colors-of-corian-r-
https://himacs.eu/en/indoor-products#colours
https://www.butcherblock.com/


4. Granite

5. Quartz

Whoever coined the phrase “hard as a rock” might very well have been thinking of granite. Formed 
ov er millions of years from compressed molten rock under the Earth’s surface, granite is extremely 
hard and durable. With its heat-resistant qualities, granite doesn’t blister; it’s also unlikely to 
scratch or chip. When used for kitchen countertops, it’s far superior to marble, synthetic, and 
laminate. It’s also better-looking and has a luminous, dimensional quality when polished.

Boasting the best qualities of solid surface and stone (along with its own special features), quartz 
began appearing in U.S. homes over a decade ago after gaining popularity in Europe. Today, quartz 
countertops are exploding in popularity, with U.S. sales increasing 60 percent in 2004. Quartz is a 
super-hard, low-maintenance, natural stone-look countertop, available in a dazzling array of colors. 
And for many of the homeowners choosing quartz, they have virtually unlimited color options to 
choose from. 
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http://classicrockweb.stoneprofits.com/
https://www.caesarstoneus.com/collections/
https://www.hanstonequartz.com/collections
https://www.cambriausa.com/designs/design-palette/#!/slab/clairidge
http://www.corianquartz.com/-colors-of-zodiaq-r-
https://www.wilsonart.com/quartz/design-library
https://www.silestoneusa.com/colors/


BRANDS WE CARRY

-

MRD has a huge selection of hardware in a variety of different colors and finishes to give your 
kitchen the look you want and staying within your budget. 

Take a look online at their websites and see what brand suites your needs or check out our brands 
in person at our showroom.
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https://www.richelieu.com/us/en/category/decorative-hardware/1004221
https://www.amerock.com/Products
https://www.libertyhardware.com/products/cabinet-hardware
https://emtek.com/products/cabinet-knobs
https://www.berensonhardware.com/catsearch/1/root


OPTIONS TO CHOOSE FROM
Types of Hardware
1. Handle 2. Knob

3. Oversized 4. Cup Pull

*** Please note: Some brands have variations of these hardware types or may call them by other 
terms. We also carry many more styles and colors then what is shown above.*** 12



WHAT TO EXPECT
When you come to MRD to design your kitchen, let the designer know your style and the size of the 
room you have to work with. From there the designer will work one on one with you to create the 
layout and blueprint of your kitchen. This is where you will decide the overall shape of your kitchen, 
if you want an island, or maybe upgrade to a wall oven. Below is an example of what you will see 
during this process.
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During this process you will start to 

see your vision come to life in our life 

like visualizer. From here it is almost 

as though you could walk through the 

layout and be able to see it from every 

angle as though you are already in it. 

This is a great time to decide if the 

layout works or make adjustments 

to better suit your needs better. If 

you require further guidence our 

knowledge and skilled designer would 

love to help! 
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Schedule Your Free Consultation Today!! 




